Questions for Seattle Commission for People with Disabilities
Seattle Office of Civil Rights
Responding to Marta Idowu and Mariko Lockhart with questions that I have asked but have not been
answered by the Commission
Questions I have asked of the Commission for People with Disabilities that have not been answered. If the
answer are not known or if the Commission did not address the issues, please just indicate the information is
not available or not addressed.
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Maura Wachsberger Out of the 120 people who lost their jobs at my agency, 3 have jobs. All are part time and 2
out of the 3 are 1 hour a month. People are so angry and upset that there is no option for them to work. Makes
me furious! It’s so obvious that it’s ridiculous!!!!! Keep options open!!!
Cheryl Felak I plan on going to their next meeting – probably will get shouted down because I’m a guardian and
according to this group do not speak for my son.
Carol Jackson Fenske Shaun Bickley But why, why are you quoted in the Seattle Weekly as having had NO
negative response to your initiative? Looks/sounds like misrepresentation to me. Perhaps you don't really know
what it's like to spend 20-30 years of your life totally focused on a loved one with severe disabilities, advocating
every single day for what seems to make them happy? Maybe that loved one is able to communicate, but not to
strangers, and not in a way that would be understandable to a stranger. Cut us a little slack here, really.
Maura Wachsberger I have never seen such unprofessional responses from someone who represents a
government agency. At least in NY they pretend to listen to us before they ignore us. It's not people first, it's
money first and closing this option for people who truly need it will save money. Terrible!

This was the beginning of the responses that I received to the posting above:
Mr. Shaun Bickley, one of the commissioners, took offense with my letter, stating “nothing about us, without us”
refers to disabled people, not to parents, siblings, neighbors, co-workers and other allies”. He wrote that they
(the commission) were all disabled and therefore can speak for all people with disabilities – whereas, guardians’
concerns are only self-serving. He wrote that all people, even if they can just move one muscle, can make their
choices known – regardless if others understand them or not. (I am very confused by this since if others do not
understand, how are their choices known?

The following posts are mostly posted on Cheryl Felak’s Personal Facebook page since
she was blocked from interaction with the Seattle Commission for People with
Disabilities Facebook page.
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Cheryl Felak updated her status.
Aug 27, 2017 11:17pm
Seattle Commission for People with Disabilities removed my comments regarding the issues of sub-minimum
wage and have blocked me from further comments. Is this "nothing about us, without us" - just block those
who may have a different opinion?
Cheryl Felak shared a post.
Aug 27, 2017 11:39pm
Interesting that I was chastised by whoever writes for the Seattle Commission for People with disAbilities for
having concerns about the elimination of the certificates that provide choice for people and can provide jobs
with a sub-minimum wage. I was told that they (the commission) are all disabled and therefore can speak for all
people with disabilities - whereas, as guardian for my son, my concerns are only self-serving and that my son can
speak for himself - - according to them if a person can move one muscle they can make their choices known regardless if others understand them or not (huh? - doesn't make sense to me)
Anyhow, here is a list of the people on the commission of people with disabilities that make the assumption that
they know the issues that my son and other likes him face because they, too, have disabilities:
A Medical Doctor, a US Senate Staff assistant who worked with ADA, a woman who has her B. Sc in Psychology, a
Masters of Nonprofit Leadership, and is currently pursuing her M. Ed in Clinical Mental Health & Addictions
Counseling, two lawyers (one who graduated summa cum laude from SPU) a seasoned advocate who is also an
artist and filmmaker, a man with dysgraphia and ADHD who has an electrical engineer degree and an MBA and
working on His Doctorate, a woman who works with the Alliance of People with disAbilities who attended the
University of Washington where she received her Bachelor's Degree in Early Childhood and Family Studies and
obtained her Master's Degree in Rehabilitation Counseling from Western Washington University, another lawyer
who also got his undergraduate degree in philosophy and political science from Seattle University, the director
of Northwest Center who has her Bachelor's degree in Psychology from University of Washington, a Master of
Public Administration from Seattle University, and completed a fellowship with the Institute for a Democratic
Future in 2015 and a man who has a PhD in biophysics and taught bioengineering and has worked in software
development concentrating on scientific software for the past 20 years.

Tell me how this group of people with disabilities knows more about what my son may need than I do
Cheryl Felak liked Ross Baarslag-Benson's comment.
Aug 27, 2017 11:40pm
That is just plain wrong for them to do that!
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Cheryl Felak reacted to Maura Wachsberger's comment.
Aug 28, 2017 10:48am
Makes me so angry. Throwing the baby out with the bathwater to satisfy "advocates" who do not represent the
totality of the population. Eliminating opportunities is not the answer. None of the people I work with felt
exploited. When their workshop was eliminated 120 people lost their jobs. They now feel very sad that they
can't work. All but 3 are unemployed and 2 out of the 3 work one hour per month. Maddening!!!!!

Cheryl Felak shared a post.
Aug 28, 2017 2:16pm
It needs to be noted that not ONE person on this commission has an intellectual and developmental disability
and they do not understand the issues involved with the need for these certificates or that we all need to have
choice and these certificates provide some choice for those who would be unable to work if they did not exist.

Cheryl Felak commented on her own post.
Aug 28, 2017 2:59pm
I plan on going to their next meeting - probably will get shouted down because I'm a guardian and according to
this group do not speak for my son.

Cheryl Felak commented on her own post.
Aug 28, 2017 3:21pm
since I am not able to make comments on the Seattle Commission for People with disAbilities Facebook page
or reply to the comment you made on my page, I would like to know who you are who is responding to me.
I'm not spreading misinformation, I have taken information from your own website - if it is wrong, please
correct it.

Shaun Bickley I'm not sure why you can't respond when you can share from the page but okay. You've already
been told that multiple members have an I/DD. I told you I did (I don't see myself in that wall of text). Not
everyone on the Commission is verbal. Multiple people with ID/IDD submitted testimony on this issue. Just
because you don't like what we have to say doesn't mean it's okay to pretend we're not I/DD.
Post what you like, I would just appreciate you not spreading misinformation especially when disabled
advocates have told you otherwise.
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Cheryl Felak replied to her own comment.
Aug 28, 2017 3:40pm
Shaun Bickley Thank you for your response. I'm sorry but the testimonies are not on the website and the
meeting minutes state that business and families declined testimony. There is quite a bit of misinformation that
is being shared by this committee and when people who have questions about some of these issues are blocked
from comments it perpetuates the spread of the false information.
Also, the tone of your writing is very disrespectful and undiplomatic. Accusing a guardian of not understanding
the issues involved of living with a disability and denying the guardian the ability to perform their court
appointed and legal responsibility is discrimination against those who have chosen to have a guardian.

Shaun Bickley Declined public testimony. We still talked to them. OLS has talked to them. No one is objecting
except people like you who aren't impacted by it.
If I need a plumber, I'm going to talk to someone who understands the issue, not someone who lives with a
plumber. If I want to hear about women's health experiences I'm not going call and center husbands, fathers,
brothers, and sons. Living around DD person is not interchangeable with BEING a DD person and I'm sorry if this
is the first time anyone's told you that.
And if I can level with you, suggesting you're going to go to a meeting to shout down disabled people is pretty
scary. Just because you can observe or make comment doesn't mean you have a right to shout at people, to
disrupt the meeting or to intimidate people.

Shaun Bickley I'm not particularly interested in debating whether you subsume your child's personhood here or
anywhere else. If you want to see the letter the Commission wrote to the City Council dated June 21 it should be
on the FB page. You're free to submit comment on this or something else. I just ask that you not spread
misinformation about people and that you not come to the meeting with the intention of shouting people down.
Several of us have been in institutional/segregated settings or experienced violence at the hands of caregivers,
so that kind of tone is an unwelcome abuse of power.
Cheryl Felak replied to her own comment.
Aug 28, 2017 3:50pm
Shaun Bickley Again, you have totally misinterpreted what I said - I never said that I would shout but that I
would be shouted down - big difference.
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Shaun Bickley, You are not impacted. Every worker and family member who will be impacted by this change has
been talked to already. I know their names, you are not one of them. At best this is a hypothetical option you
wanted for someone else, but that's not the same as being paid subminimum wage or even supporting a family
member who is.
I appreciate the clarification re: shouting. Nobody needs to shout, there hasn't been any shouting yet.
Cheryl Felak replied to her own comment.
Aug 28, 2017 3:52pm
Shaun Bickley interesting that you assume that I am not impacted by this recommendation. You have made
many assumptions and I would suggest that you listen and have a conversation with others who may have a
different perspective than your view. There are ways to work together.

Cheryl Felak Shaun Bickley I'm sorry that you have many misunderstandings regarding this issue and who it will
impact - now or in the future. I am very interested in reading the studies and testimonies of those who have
submitted them. Are they referenced on the website too

Cheryl Felak replied to her own comment.
Aug 28, 2017 4:28pm
Shaun Bickley the issue is much more complex than the minimum wage aspect and the impacts of such an
elimination of choice will be far reaching. I would urge a more thorough investigation and study of the topic.
Have you or other commissioners looked at an overall increase in costs that may result from an increased
need for more intense employment supports or other opportunities to help those with IDD interact and be
involved in their communities?

Shaun Bickley Cheryl Felak I will email you information if you'd like to provide it. (I never received anything from
Shaun Bickley)
However:
1) You still have a post up claiming that no one on the Commission has an I/DD when you've been told
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otherwise. That is lying.
2) It's incredibly creepy that you've put up a public post listing out everyone on the Commission and whether or
not you think they're actually disabled. This is bordering on stalking behavior.
It's kind of ironic because by virtue of BEING on a Commission you've automatically assumed that everyone
there is Not Like Your Child, but actually listing out and evaluating non-elected, unpaid disabled volunteers is
super sleazy.
Cheryl Felak replied to her own comment.
Aug 29, 2017 12:13am
Which of the people on the commission have an intellectual and developmental disability? I see other
disabilities but none that are intellectual and developmental. It's interesting that the website gives these bios of
the people - I was curious who made up the commission and so I read what was on the website. If it is incorrect
than take it up with whoever from the commission posted the incorrect information.
I do not recall my ever giving an opinion if I thought the people on the commission had a disability or not - that is
something that you have imagined. I did say that not ONE has an intellectual and developmental disability and I
believe that is the case.
Shaun Bickley It's none of your business. I told you I'm not going to give you people's diagnosis information. I
am. Multiple others are. It's fair to ask if anyone has an I/DD but it's not appropriate to expect detailed personal
information.

Cheryl Felak replied to her own comment.
Aug 29, 2017 12:20am
So no one has IDD - I'm sorry but having a diagnosis of autism is not the same as intellectual/developmental
disability. I would think that you would be aware of that. Maybe you are not aware of what an
intellectual/developmental disability is if you believe that the people listed on the website have this combined
disability.
Shaun Bickley Autism is a developmental disability. Maybe a trip down wikipedia would be helpful to your level
of information.
Yes, several people have both intellectual and developmental disabilities. The fact that you don't like what we
have to say doesn't change that. Your behavior is disgusting, if you do feel the need to come please limit your
interaction with me to something professional instead of screeching about what you think people's disabilities
are and are not.
Cheryl Felak replied to her own comment.
Aug 29, 2017 12:24am
I am fully aware that autism is a developmental disability - as is cerebral palsy and other disabilities. But I have a
hard time believing that people with advanced college degrees have an intellectual disability.
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Seattle Commission for People with disAbilities Commission meetings are open to the public. Members of the
public get 2 minutes for comment. You are welcome to attend, but I would appreciate you not spreading
misinformation about the Commission as there are multiple members with intellectual and developmental
disabilities even if you don’t like what we have to say.
Bonnie Sullivan That’s a two-way street. Since she knows her son best she should be respected for that
knowledge.
Carol Jackson Fenske …so why was she blocked from your comments section for talking about her son?

Cheryl Felak liked Maura Wachsberger's comment.
Aug 28, 2017 3:19pm
Sounds like you don't like what Cheryl has to say.

Cheryl Felak shared a post.
Aug 28, 2017 5:27pm
I will be sending comments to the City Council, the Mayor and the Seattle Office of Labor Standards. I will post
my letters here since I have been blocked from commenting on the Seattle Commission for People with
disAbilities page.
Eliminating these certificates is a form of discrimination. It would eliminate choice and opportunities for people
with intellectual/developmental disabilities.
There may need to be revisions and clarifications regarding who can use these certificates and for what purpose
- but they should not be eliminated.
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Cheryl Felak liked Carol Jackson Fenske's comment.
Aug 29, 2017 1:57pm
Shaun Bickley But why, why are you quoted in the Seattle Weekly as having had NO negative response to your
initiative? Looks/sounds like misrepresentation to me. Perhaps you don't really know what it's like to spend 2030 years of your life totally focused on a loved one with severe disabilities, advocating every single day for what
seems to make them happy? Maybe that loved one is able to communicate, but not to strangers, and not in a
way that would be understandable to a stranger. Cut us a little slack here, really.

Cheryl Felak posted
Aug 29, 2017 2:39pm
Seattle Commission for People with disabilities has refused me access to comment or react to their posts. I am
still allowed to share the posts though.
How is limiting conversations promoting inclusivity?

Cheryl Felak commented on Cindi Laws's post.
Aug 30, 2017 11:57am
I do not agree with the comments provided by Cindi Laws about these certificates 14 (c) that actually provide
protection for those with intellectual AND developmental disabilities in the work place.
In order to have this certificate the employer needs to have a time/productivity study and pays the worker for
their productivity at the same rate as a person without disabilities. The issue of discrimination comes into play if
the employer pays the non-disabled worker more for the same amount of work - which could happen due to the
fact that the non-disabled worker is protected under the minimum wage law.
But what that also means is that the non-disabled worker would most likely be fired because the employer will
not want to pay that person for such low productivity. The disabled worker is protected from being fired. Also
the disabled worker is aware of the certificate and signs a document stating that they agree.
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Cheryl Felak commented on Cindi Laws's post. (continued from page 9)
Aug 30, 2017 11:57am
Also, when people with high support needs are employed, many need to have 1:1 job coaches to be productive
at their job - this also costs money and limits the number of hours that the employee will be able to work - often
times it is less than 10 hours a week. Yes, the employee earns minimum wage for those 10 hours but that is still
not enough to provide a living wage.
I understand that this is not the situation for many people with physical and/or developmental disabilities but
typically these certificates are utilized for those people who also have intellectual disabilities. We need to think
about the heterogeneous make up of the population who identify as "disabled" and provide the opportunity for
choice. These certificates do just that.
August 30 at 12:07pm ·
Cindi Laws In other words, if you like discrimination, support the subminimum wage! If you like the 38 people
with disabilities that are paid the subminimum wage in Seattle, by all means, let's continue that exploitation. On
the other hand, if you can see the obvious facts (something that all corporations and all but 2 tiny private
employers see), the subminimum wage is not working as an incentive to hiring. Not one bit. It's just a way for a
small group of workers to be treated as less worthy. And that has no place in Seattle, no matter how you spin it.
August 30 at 3:54pm
Cheryl Felak Yes - interesting spin on the words and reality - no, I do not support sub-minimum wage but I do
support productivity/time studies and equal pay for equal work. That is how these certificates are supposed to
work - if they don't, there is something else wrong with the system - maybe rather than eliminate, tweak them
and provide better training and internship opportunities?

Cheryl Felak replied to Cindi Laws's comment.
Aug 30, 2017 4:09pm
Yes - interesting spin on the words and reality - no, I do not support sub-minimum wage but I do support
productivity/time studies and equal pay for equal work. That is how these certificates are supposed to work - if
they don't, there is something else wrong with the system - maybe rather than eliminate, tweak them and
provide better training and internship opportunities?
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Cheryl Felak commented on Friends of Fircrest RHC - Care/Share/Aware's post.
Aug 30, 2017 4:14pm
Cindi Laws - I'm curious if you and the Seattle Commission for People with disAbilities have done any studies
on the increase cost to employers and vendors who provide the job coaching, the counties and states,
transportation to and from work, and how all these will be affected by the elimination of these certificates?
What about the families or people who do not have care providers for the hours outside of work and when
their work hours are drastically cut from 25-30 hours a week (or more) to 10 hours a week or less - where are
the care providers going to come from and how are they going to be paid?
Have you done studies on increasing vocational training staff and outreach to help these people look and
retain jobs?

Cheryl Felak likes Friends of Fircrest RHC - Care/Share/Aware's post.
Aug 30, 2017 7:36pm
There's a big push to make this happen before all the voices have been heard. If you represent someone who
cannot speak for themselves, speak out.

Cheryl Felak replied to Raven Parvenue's comment. (referring to comment by Seattle Commissioner who used
the work “murder factories” on their Facebook page
Aug 31, 2017 11:09pm
Thank you - I think that this comment has been removed from their page - I saw a comment asking someone
to refrain from using "murder factories" but could not see where the original reference was made. I guess this
is it.

Cheryl Felak shared a post.
Aug 31, 2017 12:55pm
This is the letter that DRW sent to DSHS regarding rule changes and terminology changes of some definitions of
"work status" - from what I read, this letter does not recommend the elimination of the 14(c) certificates which
under specific conditions allow an employer to pay less than the minimum wage.
Seattle Commission for People with disAbilities seems to have gone a step further and has recommended the
quick elimination of all 14 (c) certificates. Some reports I've read ask for an elimination of these certificates by
the end of 2017.
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The National Council on Disability has studied this issue in several different states and pointed out Vermont as
one state that has shown success in increased integrated employment. Vermont worked for many years with the
support of a special grant to develop a plan and have the infrastructure in place prior to any elimination of the
certificates.
It needs to be noted that The National Council on Disability has recommended a gradual phase out of the 14(c)
certificates to provide adequate time for transition and new alternatives. They go on to note that to "simply
eliminate all Section 14(c) certificates would jeopardize the security of many people who are currently involved
in the program."
Clearly, the Seattle Commission for People with disAbilities is acting in haste - haste that will have far reaching
detrimental effects on various aspects of not only the employees lives but those who support those employees

Cheryl Felak replied to Raven Parvenue's comment.
Sep 01, 2017 12:09am
Raven Parvenue Shaun Bickley has blocked me from seeing his comments or from making my own comments
on the Commission site
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Sept 1, 2017
Cheryl Felak – Who is the administrator of this page? (On Seattle Commission for People with Disabilities
Message Center)

PwD – I'm sorry it took me three hours to respond – and that although I've seen your name in my notifications, I
have been working and haven't read your comment exchanges yet. I hope there's nothing relevant I'm
carelessly omitting by responding right away before reading them.
My name is Meg and I'm a current administrator. I didn't actually know this until yesterday – our former
administrator left the Commission and I was moved up without notification. There are several editors of this
page – we currently have over a dozen Commissioners. Several of us are focused on creating a streamlined
professional tone to our responses and it is an ongoing internal discussion.
I am a brand new commissioner but I am happy to talk to you as I'm able and our public meetings welcome all.
Thank you for your understanding.
September 1, 2017 8:37 PM
Cheryl Felak Thank you very much for the information. I greatly appreciate a professional approach to some of
the issues that I have seen written about regarding the 14© certificates. A friend of mine has been blocked
from comments and/or reacting to any posts. It is my belief that we need to have open communication that is
respectful – we may not all agree but find out why.
The comments by some people on the Commission have been very rude, accusatory and aggressive in nature.
These types of comments are not conducive to collaboration and progress.
Shaun Bickley – Shaun speaking here. Your friend was using degrading language toward people with disabilities
and making people feel unsafe. No one has a right to a Fb group or to access any individual’s comments (as I
saw her sister complaining she couldn’t see mine) None of us are getting paid to interact with anyone. As Meg
said Commission meetings are open to the public, but no Commissioner is obligated to speak to anyone or allow
access to their personal Fb feeds.

Cheryl Felak Thank you, Shaun, for your explanation. From what I saw there were no threats or unsafe language
used. My concern is that the Commission is a public entity under the City of Seattle. Open dialogue is critical for
change. From what I have been told there was no issue of access to any personal FB feeds – only the issue of
the Commission Facebook Page – which I assume is not someone’s personal page. Please correct me if I am
wrong about my assumptions.
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September 2, 2017 11:49 AM
Cheryl Felak Shaun Bickley thank you for the response but you have not answered any of the questions I have
asked. You have attacked me and misinterpreted what I have written though and I have the need to correct you
on some of these issues.
1. "rapid elimination" - when the commission recommends elimination of these certificates by the end of the
year that is rapid when compared to the recommendations of the National Council on Disability which has
recommendations from 1-10 years and transition plans.
2. I have no agenda to support sub-minimum wage.
3. It is ALL about the 14 (c) certificates since this is what is needed by the employer to employ people with
disabilities and pay them for the work they do - even though it may not be the same amount of work that a
person without specific disabilities could do.
4. It is termed commensurate pay and below is a section that describes this from the US Dept. of Labor Manual:
" A subminimum wage may be paid only when an individual has a disability for the work he or she is employed
to perform. While a disability may affect a worker's earning or productive capacity for one type of work, the
same disability may have no impact on his or her ability to perform another kind of work. Only when a disability
impairs the individual for the job to be performed may an employer pay a subminimum wage.
(1.) A worker may have a disability for one type of work but not be impaired for other types of employment.
Some workers, after acquiring proper training and/or experience, successfully overcome disabilities in
the workplace and should no longer be paid a subminimum wage."
(2.)
I have given you two national resources from which I have drawn information from - this is not my own made up
opinion that I am regurgitating as facts. I urge you to also provide resources for your facts - it will help your
argument rather than throwing out slurs to someone who may have a different opinion than yours.

Cheryl Felak replied to her own comment.
Sep 02, 2017 5:47pm
Shaun Bickley thank you for the opportunity to clarify some misunderstandings that have occurred.
The minimum wage in Seattle is not an isolated issue as it affects not only the individuals who are employed but
their families and our community and how all of these issues interact needs to be considered before making
changes
I do not claim to be an expert on employment nor on disabilities but I try to be informed and have read quite a
bit about these issues. I understand that Seattle has a minimum wage law but I was not aware of the specific
issue that allowed employers within Seattle to pay sub minimum-wage without the federal certificate that
protects people with disabilities who may not be able to perform up to the standards of a person without
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Cheryl Felak replied to her own comment ( Continued from page 15).
Sep 02, 2017 5:47pm

disabilities in a particular job situation
Now that you have made it clear about these two particular employers and the specific loophole with in Seattle
labor laws I will look into that to become more informed
I do have a question though regarding the fact that if these two employers are the only two with in Seattle who
pay a disabled employee less than minimum-wage only because they are disabled and they have corrected the
violation why is this taking such priority with the commission and recommendations to the city of Seattle when
it could be managed with oversight to ensure the employers comply with the law.

September 2, 2018 12:46PM
Cheryl Felak From the Seattle Times Article - "Seattle’s Commission for People with disAbilities is aiming to do
what only Maryland and New Hampshire have: phase out the use of subminimum wages for people with
disabilities by eliminating the certificates allowing them."
I understand this to mean that the commission is recommending the 14(c) certificates to be eliminated. If that is
not the case, then please correct the information that has been shared with the public.
If Ballard Market and Ballard First Lutheran pay less than the minimum wage to employees and do not have
these certificates, then that is a clear violation and those employers need to correct the situation.
Shaun Bickley Seriously I don't know how many times and ways I can say this is about Seattle's minimum wage
and not 14(c) waivers. And then you accuse me of not answering your questions when I answer one 4 times in a
row.

September 2, 2017 3:07PM
Cheryl Felak – thank you, Meg. I appreciate your willingness to have an open conversation regarding the issues.
It has not been nor will be my intent to cause harm, threaten or diminish anyone’s person-hood with my
comments, research or observations. With that being said there are some issues that do need to be addressed
regarding advocacy with and for people with disabilities and in particular those with significant intellectual
disabilities. Given the very definition of “significant intellectual disabilities” also means that there are some
issues that cannot be overcome or changed – that does not mean that the person cannot be supported though.
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September 2, 2017 3:07PM (Continued from page 16)
If you or other commissioners have the opportunity to read “Generating integrated work sites for individuals
with significant intellectual disabilities” from the Journal of vocational Rehabilitation 40(2014) 85-97, it provides
quality information and suggestions on how to be successful with integrated employment with this specific
population.

Thank you for your comments, I appreciate it.

September 2, 2017 7:09PM
Cheryl Felak Shaun Bickley I also have questions regarding your statements that this has NOTHING to do with
the 14 (c) certificates - Below are segments from Ordinance No 124960 Section 49 which refers to these
certificates:
14.19.025 - Special certificate and minors
A.
The Director shall have the authority to issue a special certificate authorizing an employer to pay a wage less
than the City of Seattle minimum wage, as defined in this Chapter 14.19, but above the Washington State
minimum wage, as defined in RCW 49.46.020. Such special certificates shall only be available for the categories
of workers defined in RCW 49.46.060 and shall be subject to such limitations as to time, number, proportion,
and length of service as the Director shall prescribe. Prior to issuance, an applicant for a special certificate must
secure a letter of recommendation from the Washington State Department of Labor and Industries stating that
the application has a demonstrated necessity pursuant to WAC 296-128.
And from RCW 49.46.060 RCW 49.46.060
Exceptions for learners, apprentices, messengers, disabled.
The director, to the extent necessary in order to prevent curtailment of opportunities for employment, shall by
regulations provide for (1) the employment of learners, of apprentices, and of messengers employed primarily in
delivering letters and messages, under special certificates issued pursuant to regulations of the director, at such
wages lower than the minimum wage applicable under RCW 49.46.020 and subject to such limitations as to
time, number, proportion, and length of service as the director shall prescribe, and (2) the employment of
individuals whose earning capacity is impaired by age or physical or mental deficiency or injury, under special
certificates issued by the director, at such wages lower than the minimum wage applicable under RCW
49.46.020 and for such period as shall be fixed in such certificates.
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Questions for Seattle Commission for People with Disabilities
Seattle Office of Civil Rights
Responding to Marta Idowu and Mariko Lockhart with questions that I have asked but have not been
answered by the Commission
These ordinances and codes mimic the Code of Federal Regulations with regard to wages for people with
disabilities. I really am having a hard time understanding why you continue to say the Seattle minimum wage
law has nothing to do with the 14 (c) certificates.

September 2, 2017 7:28 PM
Cheryl Felak My questions and comments have been geared towards understanding exactly what is being
recommended and who it will affect. Your responses have been extremely rude and derogatory and clearly you
are not able to provide concrete answers to questions but will attack people who ask questions and try to
understand. It seems that you believe you have answered my questions and are frustrated by my continued
efforts to understand.
If the quotes that I have read attributed to you are incorrect, rather than attacking me or the journalist, it may
be better for you to clarify with the journalist or city officials who have been misleading in what this
recommendation is actually for.
From what I can understand from reading through the vicious responses you have provided, it seems that
Ballard Market and Ballard First Lutheran Church do not have these special certificates and have been paying
their employees less than minimum wage. Have they since applied for these certificates or increased the wage
of these employees with disabilities to the minimum wage?
Also, I am thinking that you are also recommending that the ordinance in the municipal code that states these
certificates can be applied for and used be removed.
If you can answer these questions for me without attacking and accusing me but in a professional manner, I
would greatly appreciate it so that I can understand the situation.
Shaun Bickley Again, if you're relying on understanding subminimum wage based on one article written by
someone who is not an employment professional, you are not as informed as you think you are.
14(c) certificates are exemptions from the federal minimum wage. But we live in Seattle, where there is both a
state and city minimum wage. It is the city exemptions that we are trying to eliminate, which has nothing to do
with 14(c) certificates or any of the links you keep throwing out.
Both Ballard Market and Ballard First Lutheran pay above federal minimum wage but less than Seattle's
minimum wage. They are well aware of and agree to the changes being proposed, which makes your pearlclutching "rapid elimination" argument invalid.
Are you really telling me you launched this whole social media campaign without understanding which
certificates are being eliminated, who it affects, and whether or not all the affected parties consent to this
arrangement?
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September 2, 2017
Shaun Bickley as Commissioner – and all of our meetings including subcommittee meetings are public.
If people with I/DD say something is offensive, especially collectively, you ought to listen. I know this is
something very difficult for parents to grasp, because they spend a lot of time being condescended by
professionals and then reassured by each other that their feeling are what matter, but parents are not their
children. Arguing that others don’t really have a/n I/D disability, that parents are the real experts, that a group
of disabled people lacks the empathy to make decisions for disabled people as a whole (but non-disabled
parents do:) using functioning labels are widely considered offensive in disability communities. Reposting from
individual’s FB feeds, posting derogatory comments about individuals repeatedly, insisting that people are not
disabled/spreading misinformation about them are all boundary issues, especially from someone who publicly
talks about violating the boundaries of other professionals.
If meg wants to unban Cheryl after a couple of days that’s her wheelhouse and up to her (I frankly also don’t
know how) but Cheryl can keep gaslighting disabled people (including visitors) and being creepy.
(Comments by Shaun (if not apparent)

September 2, 2017 8:02 PM
Shaun Bickley as Commissioner I’m going to go ahead and talk to you directly because you continue to engage
and ask me questions and then chastise me for not answering them to your satisfaction (This is Shaun).
You’re asking me to provide emotional labor and educate you on these topics. Oftentimes I am happy to do this.
But can you understand my suspicion in doing so when your organization immediately came out of the gate in
opposition even though, as you have discovered, at least you were operating under mistaken assumptions?
Putting aside the fact that I have posted about this and clarified questions over and over again, your friend (if no
one else) continues to post deliberate misinformation about the Commission and its membership and to call
local organizations and spread that same misinformation. Can you see why I might be hesitant to continue to
engage you when this is the result, and why I might be better off “not feeding the trolls?”
So I’m going to ask you. You want something from me that is continued engagement and education on your
terms. Are you willing to at least stop spreading misinformation about the Commission or to ask your friend to
do the same? Otherwise it seems like any effort I might take is just me being punked.
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September 2, 2017
Cheryl Felak response:
I am not spreading misinformation – I do not have an organization – you do not answer the questions I ask with
specific answers only with comments that you have answered them already. There is an obvious disconnect
here that seems extremely difficult to bridge. My assumption that a public commission geared towards
advocacy for people who have disabilities would not be so militant or aggressive in trying to educate others who
may have an opinion. You have been unable to provide coherent answers with specific strategies regardless. I
understand that in your opinion you have gone above and beyond that needed to try to get through to someone
like me who needs to see facts and figures – not opinions or hearsay. It really does no good to try to
communicate with you since you are incapable of having a reasonable discussion without being aggressive
towards others. This tone is ineffective in building bridges. You do not need to respond to posts or messages
unless it is specific answers such as your answer about the two Ballard employers. I will continue to post
information that I find in documents – if you consider that lies and misinformation then correct it – don’t attack
me – I’m the messenger.
I am not part of Friends of Fircrest but I do have friends involved not only with that group but also the Arc of
King County and other advocacy groups around the area. I do not know what you are referring to as lies and
misinformation and so cannot pass on any information on the specifics of what you are calling lies and
misinformation. I cannot control what others may or may not write, believe or have an opinion about. I can
pass on information and share information that I learn but that’s about it.

Conversation from September 2, 2017
Cheryl Felak "Generating integrated work sites for individuals with significant intellectual disabilities" in the
Journal of Vocational Rehabilitation 40 (2014) 85-97 is an excellent research article that is realistic in the issues
that are faced, not only by the employers, but also the employees and trainers.
I would recommend that the people behind this rapid elimination of the 14 (c) certificates read this article - or
provide other resources - and take note of the processes that can be used to increase integrated employment.
Please share what strategies are in place now or that are planned that will provide the support that will be
needed for these folks who currently work under these certificates to ensure that they continue to be employed
and how these changes will affect the rest of their lives.
Shaun Bickley I wish you would stop making such inflammatory and ignorant responses. "Rapid elimination"
when it is a result of a collaborative stakeholder process and will impact zero workers' jobs, except that it will
give them the wage increases they are happy for. Given you've been corrected on this before, I can only assume
your opposition to giving these workers minimum wage is based on your agenda of support for subminimum
wage state- and nationwide.
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It also has nothing to do with 14(c) waivers. You talk on this like you're an authority, but you don't clearly
understand the topic, you're not a subminimum wage worker, family member, or employer affected by this in
Seattle, nor are your employment prospects affected by the position of having to take a job at subminimum
wage--so again, why do you keep posting misinformation?
Also, you continue to assume that I have no disability or am not affected personally by this issue - you are wrong
in those assumptions and I ask you to stop making assumptions about issues that you are not aware of. You can
ask questions but telling me about me when you don't even know me is something that is really offensive.

Shaun Bickley 14(c) certificates are exemptions from the federal minimum wage. This doesn't affect 14(c)
certificates. This is literally about Seattle's minimum wage. Your transition recommendations are also about
14(c) certificates.
I get really tired of repeating myself in every thread, especially when the resources around this topic are readily
available.
Cheryl Felak Who pays subminimum wages without a 14 (c) certificate than if the certificate has nothing to do
with this?
Shaun Bickley Ballard Market and Ballard First Lutheran.
Cheryl Felak From the Seattle Times Article - "Seattle’s Commission for People with disAbilities is aiming to do
what only Maryland and New Hampshire have: phase out the use of subminimum wages for people with
disabilities by eliminating the certificates allowing them."
I understand this to mean that the commission is recommending the 14(c) certificates to be eliminated. If that is
not the case, then please correct the information that has been shared with the public.
If Ballard Market and Ballard First Lutheran pay less than the minimum wage to employees and do not have
these certificates, then that is a clear violation and those employers need to correct the situation.
I do not support closure of sheltered workshops nor elimination of sub-minimum wage jobs that are allowed
under the 14c certificates. In addition to providing job support, working in a sheltered workshop can provide
much more to the employee to enhance their quality of life and provide meaningful opportunities than many
would be able to experience in an integrated supported employment setting.
We need to protect choice and opportunities together with person centered planning.
from which I have drawn information from - this is not my own made up opinion that I am regurgitating as facts.
I urge you to also provide resources for your facts - it will help your argument rather than throwing out slurs to
someone who may have a different opinion than yours.
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Also, you continue to assume that I have no disability or am not affected personally by this issue - you are wrong
in those assumptions and I ask you to stop making assumptions about issues that you are not aware of. You can
ask questions but telling me about me when you don't even know me is something that is really offensive.

Cheryl Felak commented on her own post.
Sep 03, 2017 12:52pm
Dear Seattle City Council,
I am writing to you as a native Seattlelite who has lived here for almost all of my almost 60 years of life. This
issue of wage certificates which can provide choice and opportunities to some of our citizens with the most
significant intellectual and developmental disabilities is of critical importance to me, my family members and
many people who I work with and am friends with.
It has recently come to my attention that the Seattle Commission for People with disAbilities has
recommended the elimination of these certificates, claiming that they are discriminatory by allowing some
employers to pay less than the minimum wage to a certain population. This commission states that there is no
opposition to this elimination and that they have discussed the issue with advocates and those who it would
affect and they have "studied" the issue for 4 months.
It needs to be noted that the committee has not involved those with significant intellectual/developmental
disabilities and when those of us who live, support, work with or are family members of this specific
population ask questions or voice opinions, we are denied a platform to speak. I, for one, have been blocked
from the Seattle Commission for People with disAbilities Facebook page because of my questions and concerns
regarding this recommendation. In looking through the bios of the people on this commission, there is not one
person that represents this small population of those with significant intellectual/developmental disabilities and
they clearly do not understand the complex situations and accommodations that this population requires in
order to be integrated members of our community.
It is due to the misinformation that this recommendation is being based on and the lack of representation of
those that could be affected by this recommendation that I request you to continue to allow these certificates to
be used. There are specific criteria that need to be met and rather than eliminating this choice, provide more
stringent oversight or approval of the certificates. Do not eliminate the choice.
We often hear the phrase "nothing about us, without out" that is used by disability advocates - yet this is exactly
what this commission is doing to those with significant intellectual/developmental disabilities.
This is an extremely complex issue that goes far beyond this certificate. I know that the commission could not
have possibly tackled the issues that are connected with this and how losing a job or decreasing work hours
could affect every other aspect of the person's life. The people affected by this do not live in isolation but are
part of community with many services that need to be coordinated. Changing one thing can be extremely
detrimental without taking the whole system into consideration.
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Please do not eliminate choice for the population of those with significant intellectual/developmental
disabilities.
Thank you very much for your consideration.

September 4, 2017 – Because We Care – Beyond Inclusion Blog Post
The Seattle Commission for People with disAbilities has made a recommendation to the Seattle City Council to
eliminate certificates which enable employers to pay people with specific disabilities a commensurate wage. I
know that there are discussions all across the country that are looking at issues of employment and wages for
people with disabilities.
This is a quick update on this very heated discussion. From what I can assume by the articles that I read and the
correspondence I have had with at least two of the commissioners regarding this issue via Facebook, there has
been little research or collaboration with those in our community who may be, now or in the future, affected by
this proposal.
Attempts to offer insight, requests for research, transition plans and funding plans have been ignored and
people who expressed concerns have been rudely and aggressively mistreated by at least one of the
commissioners.
Below is the first letter that I submitted on the Facebook page. This led to the Facebook page administrator
blocking me from further comments or reacting to any posts – and this post was removed.

September 5, 2017 – Because We Care – Beyond Inclusion Blog Posting
The City Council and Mayor have followed the recommendations as written but they were not given accurate or
current information regarding the use of these certificates. The commission states that they did extensive
research over 4 months and have many testimonies from people with intellectual and developmental disabilities
to end the practice of sub-minimum wage. The commission has not been able to provide requested information
regarding their research or the testimonies that were delivered.
The Seattle Times published an article August 26, 2017 entitled “Seattle’s push to end lower pay for workers
with disabilities: Would it help or hurt?” This article brings up several different issues regarding wages and
disabilities. It is a complex situation that takes more than 4 months of research from an isolated world view to
understand who it affects and how it will affect them and their caregivers who support them.
We need collaboration.
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Seattle Office of Civil Rights
Responding to Marta Idowu and Mariko Lockhart with questions that I have asked but have not been
answered by the Commission
I have provided resources to the commission from the National Council on Disabilities on their
recommendations regarding wage certificates. The Seattle Commission recommendations are far different and
the results could be devastating.
Seattle recommends elimination of certificates by January 2018 (5 months after recommendation) with no
transition plan or funding plan in place (at least that they have been able to share – my requests for these have
gone unanswered) There is little collaboration with other advocacy groups or individuals who may be affected
by this recommendation. In fact, organizations and individuals who have had concerns have been blocked or
banned from comments.
While I do not necessarily support the National Council on Disabilities plan, at least it is comprehensive and
collaborative and takes into consideration the lives of the people involved. There are time frames for goals and
also depending on the age of the person and/or how long that person has worked at a job under a certificate,
there is a sliding scale for transition. This is a completely different process than what the Seattle Commission
has recommended.
I provided information regarding integrated work for people with significant intellectual disabilities and provided
an excellent resource with specific skill building and individual considerations that need to be addressed in
transition plans for young adults. The article from the Journal of Vocational Rehabilitation entitled "Integrated
work for those with Significant Intellectual Disabilities" is one such article with realistic goals and assessments
to take into consideration with regards to supported employment.
Other issue of misrepresentation from the commission –
New Hampshire had no businesses utilizing these certificates but they updated their policies to officially end the
practice if they were to be used.
Maryland passed legislation that as of October 2016 they would phase out these certificates and after October
1, 2020, their Developmental Disabilities Administration may not fund providers that pay individuals less than
the minimum wage under a specified federal certificate. Maryland (as of January 2017) had 4067 employees
utilizing certificates (Washington had 1963 employees using these certificates) (United States Department of
Labor – Workers with Disabilities)
There are several different issues addressed in this article. Apparently, there are two employers that pay some
specific people with some sort of disability less than the current minimum wage. These employers do not have a
wage certificate and it appears that they have agreed to pay the employees the minimum wage. Clearly, this
was a form of discrimination and should be called out and corrected. There should be some follow up to ensure
that these employees are able to keep their jobs with the same number of hours if they desire.
There is the other issue of people with significant intellectual and developmental disabilities who may be
utilizing the wage certificates in order to have employment. This is the population of people with disabilities
as a whole but a very small percentage of the population. It is these very people who the commission will not
listen to with regards to some very critical issues that could drastically affect their lives.

Nothing about us, without us – Please take it to heart!
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There are multiple reports and research with evidence-based practices that can help to make a transition from
sheltered workshop or sub-minimum wage to supported employment for those who chose this. This option is
not for everyone and can be very expensive and requires collaboration with many involved entities.
New Hampshire seems to be doing quite a bit of research and work to improve supported employment for
residents. There was a comprehensive plan on evidence based supported employment and a new, transparent
data collection process. There are reports issued every 6 months – this is the report for December 2016

Comment above was posted March 7, 2018
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Cheryl Felak shared a post.
Apr 01, 2018 12:46pm
elimination of choice and alternatives does not promote integration.
Cheryl Felak commented on Councilmember Teresa Mosqueda's photo.
Apr 02, 2018 1:38pm
'Today, we're one step closer to eliminating the sub-minimum wage for people with disabilities. A minimum
wage should be just that -- the bottom wage we pay. Thank you to the
@[563963280280904:274:Seattle Commission for People with disAbilities] @[54344454247:274:National
Federation of the Blind] and @[113848822049548:274:Disability Rights Washington] for your advocacy on
this issue.'
The rapid elimination of special certificates that allow specific employers to pay specific employees a specific
wage for a specific job results in job loss and opportunities for this population.
There is much more to the story than just increasing the wage. The people who are affected by this have various
support services to coordinate.

Cheryl Felak shared a post –
I had been “unblocked from the Seattle Commission for People with Disabilities
Facebook page and was able to post some comments prior to being blocked again in
April, 2018 to give follow up to the ordinance that was passed. It was clear that the
Commission was not going to follow up and understand the effect of their actions.
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Apr 02, 2018 11:16pm

Please read about this decision that has eliminated choice and opportunities. Feel free to comment on the
Seattle Commission for People with Disabilities, Self-Advocates for Leadership, People First Washington or
Councilmember Teresa Mosqueda's Facebook page
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Cheryl Felak commented on Councilmember Teresa Mosqueda's post.
Apr 03, 2018 8:02pm
Seattle Outlaws Subminimum Wage for People with Disabilities
Councilmember Teresa Mosqueda - thank you for the concern you have for our community members with
disabilities. While I understand this has just passed into law, I believe there was some very critical information
that was left out, not addressed and misrepresented by members of the Seattle Commission for People with
disAbilities.
The first issue is that these certificates are not "general purpose" to allow any employer to pay a person less
than the minimum wage just because that person has a disability. They were for specific employers for specific
employees for specific jobs. Generally, they are used for people with complex and often intellectual disabilities.
It is an fact that those with intellectual disabilities, just be definition of the disability itself, may not be as
productive as a person with a different type of disability - such as autism. Autism is NOT an intellectual disability
but it is a developmental disability. This issue is one that the Seattle Commission for People with disAbilities
has failed to acknowledge and understand.
The second thing is that for people working in these job, they tend to work 10 hours or less a week and most
often have a job coach to assist them in their job. The job coach may be 1:1 or only check in occasionally depending on the support needs of the disabled person. The funding for the job coach is typically paid for
through the Developmental Disabilities Administration through the counties. Without a job coach, many of
these people would not be able to get and maintain employment
One example of this is the issue of my son. He does work in a supported integrated employment setting within
Seattle. He does earn a bit more than the minimum wage and works 9 hours a week with a 1:1 job coach. The
vocational vendor agency is paid $2700 per month to provide the job coach for his 9 hours of work a week. If for
some reason a job coach is sick or on vacation and they cannot get a sub, my son is not able to go to work that
day.
For people like my son, they are not working at these jobs for their sole income and they all tend to live in
poverty. They most likely receive SSI which will be reduced from the $750.00 to something less based on their
earned income. Due to the earned wages my son makes, his SSI is reduced to $532.00. He then needs to pay
rent, utilities, food, household necessities, clothes, healthcare supplies not covered by insurance, and other
necessities of daily life out of his SSI and earned wages.
People like my son (who needs to have 1:1 supervision during all waking hours) are generally linked with several
agencies, family members, friends (natural supports) a healthcare team, community members and paid support
staff to navigate daily life. It is collaborative web that can work very well - until someone tweaks one part
without working with the rest of the team and it can then all fall apart.
For instance, my son lives in supported living with 3 other disabled young adults. Luckily, their agency does
provide a reliable van for them to use but they need to coordinate transportation based on the residents’
schedules. They are the ones who transport my son back and forth to work each morning since my son needs
1:1 hand off from his support staff to his job coach - Access bus is not an option - nor is any type of public
transportation.
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It's extremely unfortunate that the Seattle Commission for People with disAbilities did little research on this
issue and how it impacts the lives of those how work in these jobs. I have asked repeatedly for the research and

Mr. Bickley has refused to provide it - but continues to refer to this non-existent research. I did provide the
Seattle Commission for People with disAbilities with links to a report from the National Council on Disabilities
which had clear outlines for a transition from sub-minimum wage to integrated employment and their timeline
was from 2-10 years. Not a rapid, sudden elimination of certificates.
I also provided another very useful resource from the Journal of Vocational Rehabilitation which had very useful
discussions and resources on how to encourage and create integrated work for those with significant intellectual
disabilities. Again, this looked at a period of transition and planning for funding to be stable and sustainable for
the required job skill building and training of job coaches.
I do not believe that either of these extremely useful and national resources were even discussed at a
commission meeting because their decision had been made and any information from a person who did not
agree totally with the proposed agenda by Mr. Bickley was not brought to the table. Mr. Bickley has stated many
times that there was unanimous opinions regarding the elimination plan by disabled people and advocates
denying the fact that there were many who had a different opinion.
Regarding other states who do not use certificates:
New Hampshire did not have any businesses using the certificates but updated their policies to officially end the
practice if they were used. The minimum wage in New Hampshire just $7.25 an hour and disabled people can be
paid less if part of an approved work training program.
According to the NH Developmental Services Employment Data Report - the average number of hours worked a
week is 11 and the average weekly pay is $92.73. More than 50% of the jobs are 2-9 hours per week.
A case study of the transition from sheltered workshops to integrated employment of disabled people in Maine
done by the George Washington University Milken Institute School of Public Health, Department of Health Policy
and Management highlighted the fact that when people leave the sheltered workshop, many work fewer hours
per week and make less money than if they remained in the sheltered workshop.
Alaska recently banned the subminimum wage. Robert Dinerstein, a law professor at American University and
director of the schools' Disability Rights Law Clinic believes that Alaska will be able to accomplish an integrated
work force by giving workers a job coach who goes to work with the person for the first month to help them
"learn the ropes." Evidently this professor does not understand the fact that some people may need the 1:1
support to remain employed - it's not a "learn the ropes" and then on their merry, independent way.
Maryland has a 4 year phase out of "sheltered workshops" which they hope to have completed by 2020. The
plan involves moving people from sheltered workshops to competitive integrated employment. Each individual
making less than minimum wage will receive an individual plan for the phase out.
According to the United States Department of Labor "Subminimum wages must be commensurate wage rates based on the worker's individual productivity, no matter how limited, in proportion to the wage and productivity
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of experienced workers who do not have disabilities performing essentially the same type, quality, and quantity
of work in the geographic area from which the labor force of the community is drawn. "
The documentary "Bottom Dollars" by Disability Rights Washington and Rooted in Rights states "If people are
given the proper services and supports and proper assistive technology, the sky is the limit for many, many
individuals." This I believe to be true but there is a big IF and that included funding needs to provide supports
and sustain them. Did the Commission for PwD look at these issues?
Please ask the Seattle Commission for People with disAbilities about the research they have done and the
transition plan they have developed for our citizens in Seattle.
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Comment April 5, 2018
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Cheryl Felak commented on Seattle Commission for People with disAbilities's post.
Apr 10, 2018 5:11pm

Cheryl Felak replied to her own comment.
Apr 10, 2018 6:49pm

April Commission Meeting
Seattle Commission for People with disAbilities
Ok - was just going by the recommendation above is the only reason I asked. That's fine - will do public comment
then. "Our April meeting, like all meetings, is open to the public. Come learn what is happening in your city vis-àvis disability. We are located in the Boards & Commissions room located on floor L2.
Public comment usually happens at the start of the meeting (but can vary). If you'd like to bring an issue to our
attention or work out an issue in more detail consider also attending a committee meeting or connecting with
Commissioners outside the meeting."
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Refuse to answer questions and
told “last time” receive a response
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Comment April 5, 2018

Cheryl Felak commented on Parkview Service’s post.
Apr 13, 2018 7:19pm
While I support equal pay for equal work the issues behind this legislation were not fully understood and in fact,
false information was used by the commission to push this legislation forward. The commission did not address
any of the recommendations that were in some of the research they used - mainly that of a well-planned
transition period (2-10 years) with increased funding for job skill building, and job coaches. The Commission
disregarded the information shared by those who were actually working in these jobs and that of their families,
caregivers, guardians, employers.

One important issue is the difference between those with DD (developmental disabilities) and those with IDD
(Intellectual and developmental disabilities). These two populations are also very diverse in their support needs
and abilities. The people most affected by this legislation are those with IDD. It has been documented in other
states that have eliminated the special certificates that those with IDD have lost hours or their jobs since it is not
deemed "cost efficient" to hire someone who may not be able to do the job with the quality that is needed. That
is the reason that a well-planned out transition plan with funding and resources for job skill building, job
discovery and job coaches. Integrated employment is dependent on these other critical components and the
personal wage is often not the primary concern of the people who were employed under the special certificates.
The most important issue is community integration but without appropriate supports (and the sustained funding
for those supports) community integration is at risk.

As a follow up to this decision, the people who were working 5 hours a day at Ballard Locks have had their hours
reduced to 3 hours a day, the person at Ballard First Lutheran had her hours cut from 15 to 12 hours a week and
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the person at Ballard Market, who only worked 6 hours a week did not have her hours reduced but the
employer stated that this legislation has made it very difficult for employers to hire those with significant
intellectual/developmental disabilities.

It is too late to do anything about this now but there is hope that the community can be educated and
understand the collaboration that is needed in order to have integration. A wage is not the only thing - it is just
one part of the whole picture and actually, for the people involved, it is not the most important part of that
picture.

My problem with this legislation is the total disregard of the collaboration with the employees, families,
caregivers and agencies that is needed when making decisions. There were 7 employees in Seattle earning a
sub-minimum wage between $7-11,25 hour. These employees made that choice to work in those jobs and were
happy. 6 of the 7 have had their hours cut due to this legislation.

The Seattle Commission for People with Disabilities used false information and research. This was a rash
decision that was prematurely passed into legislation without the needed supports, training and funding
considered

Cheryl Felak posted to Seattle Commission for People with Disabilities.
April 13, 2018

While I support equal pay for equal work the issues behind this legislation were not fully understood and in fact,
false information was used by the commission to push the legislation forward. The commission did not address
any of the recommendations that were in some of the research they used – mainly that of a well-planned
transition period (2-10 years) with increased funding for job skill building and job coaches. The Commission
disregarded the information shared by those who were actually working in these jobs and that of their families,
caregivers, guardians and employers.
As a follow up to this decision, the people who were working 5 hours a day at Ballard Locks have had their hours
reduced to 3 hours a day, the person at Ballard First Lutheran had her hours cut from 15 to 12 hours a week and
the person at Ballard market, who only worked 6 hours a week did not have her hours reduced but the
employer stated that this legislation has made it very difficult for employers to hire those with significant
intellectual/developmental disabilities.
It is too late to do anything about this now but there is hope that the community can be educated and
understand the collaboration that is needed in order to have integration. A wage is not the only thing – it is just
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one part of the whole picture and actually for the people involved, it is not the most important part of that
picture.
Seattle Commission for People with Disabilities
Cheryl, you were given a second chance. If you keep spamming the same message or posting deliberately false
information you are going to be blocked from this page. I would encourage you to learn about the city’s
Supported Employment program if you continue to be skeptical that people with DD are capable of work at full
wages.

Cheryl Felak posted:
Seattle Commission for People with Disabilities Second change for what? What false information? I am
familiar with supported employment – are you aware of where the funds for the support come from? They do
not come from the employer but if a person needs support to remain employee, if there is not funding for that
support the disabled person will not be able to work.

Also, as a commission for people with disabilities, you should be aware that there is a big difference between DD
(Developmental Disabilities) and IDD (Intellectual and developmental disabilities). Most of the people who
worked under special certificates were IDD. If the person is able to do the work, of course they should ge the
same wage as any other person – disabled or not.

I’m not skeptical at all that people with DD are capable of work at full wages. I do know from what has
happened in other states who have actually planned transitions, the people with IDD have lost jobs.

I have never received any answer to my questions regarding collaboration with other agencies that provide
support to these employees or what transition plan was discussed and enacted. It appears my questions
regarding these very important issues are considered to be spreading misinformation by the commission. If
there is misinformation, rather than telling me I’m spamming the site, provide the answers and prove me wrong
but that has not happened. I’ve only been accused of spreading misinformation and lies.
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Apr 14, 2018 12:03am
Cheryl Felak Seattle Commission for People with Disabilities has blocked me again - Rather than actually
answering questions and being accountable, they choose to limit discussions and block those who ask questions.
Below are my comments and the warning I received from the Commission - I guess the answer to my questions
was to block me - not answer the questions.

If you have any questions regarding this very long, drawn out issue that has not been
discussed, I’d be more than happy to speak with anyone about any parts of this issue.

Thank you,
Cheryl Felak
cherylfelak@msn.com
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